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The airborne and Missile attack
to the headquarter of Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP-I)
by Islamic Republic of Iran

On September 8, at 10:45 AM the headquarters of Kurdistan Democratic Party was attacked by Iran’s Revolutionary Guards. (IRGC).
The airborne and missile attack targeted the Leading party’s board meeting (plenum)
taking place in the headquarters.
During and after the attack an Iranian military drones was seen flying over the Kurdistan Region’s Koya near the party’s headquarters .
13 members of Kurdistan Democratic Party “KDP-I” and 2 members of Democratic
Party of Iranian Kurdistan (PDKI) were killed and 48 Peshmerga and Civilians were
injured during the attack.
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The name of the Martyrs are as follow:
1- Karim Mahdavi (Karim Saqezi), member of the Central Committee of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party
2- Ebrahim Ebrahimi (Ebrahim Zeveiy), member of the Central Committee of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party
3- Nasrin Haddad, member of the Central Committee of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party
4-Rahman Piroti, member of the Central Committee of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
5- Sohaila Qadri, Successor of Central Committee of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
6- Hawre Karsaz (Hawre Shikhani) member of the Kurdistan Democratic party
7- Hashm Azizi, Successor of Central Committee of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
8- Osman Osmani, Secretariat staff member of the Kurdistan Democrat Party
9- Karim Rasoul Zadeh (Sherko), Peshmerga of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
10- Peshawa Seyd Omar, Peshmerga of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
11- Jamal Akbari, Peshmarga of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
12- Mansour Akbar Pur, Peshmarga of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
13- Mohammad Hassan Pour, Senior staff member of the Secretariat of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party
14- Farogh Hassan Khayyat, member of the Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan
15-Mukhtar Ghatpour, Peshmarga of the Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan
16- Today September 19th this booklet was updated since one of the injured persons
during the missile attack, Mr. Qader Izadi who was a brave and wellknown military
commander passed away.
Political Bureau
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP-Iran)
September 8, 2018
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Air and missile attack to the
headquarter of Kurdistan Democratic Party
by Islamic Republic of Iran
Kurdish freedom seekers
Iranian and Kurdistan Political parties and organization
Humanitarian centers and organizations
The Islamic regime in Iran facing the economic sanctions exercised by the International communities and the protest of Iranian people resorts to violence, suppuration and terrorism against
the Iranian people and Kurdistan to cover its fear and to create horror. Iranian regime is afraid of
losing power.
As it was mentioned in our previous statement earlier today Saturday September 8th at 10:45
local time Islamic Regime in Iran attacked the headquarter of Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDPIran). The air and missile attack targeted the meeting (Plenum) of the central committee/leading
board of Kurdistan Democratic Party. It needs to be pointed out that the headquarter of KDP-Iran
is located near to Koya city in the Iraqi Kurdistan long inside Iraq and far from Iran- Iraq border.
This headquarter had been targeted once before on December 21st, 2016 when 7 members of the
party were killed during a terrorist attack planned and carried out by the Iranian regime agents.
During and after the attack, the Iranian military drones were seen flying over Koya and the region.
16 members of Kurdistan Democratic Party have been killed and 45 were injured in this missile
attack. Their names will be mentioned at the end of this statement plus 2 without identifying.
The office of women union, handicap and children organization located in the headquarter are
destroyed completely and a number of children, elder and women have been injured.
This brutal attack to the headquarter of Kurdistan Democratic party carried out after the execution of 3 Kurdish prisoners in Iran last night. Despite all the protests and requests by the international communities, Iranian regime executed Zaniar and Loqman Moradi and Ramin Hossein
Panahi.
It is worth mentioning that the Iranian regime violated the territorial sovereignty of Iraqi Kurdistan during last days through cannon attack to the border region between Soran and Piranshahr.
Kurdistan Democratic Party Polit Bureau condemns the missile attack to its headquarter in Iraqi
Kurdistan, condemns the execution of 3 Kurdish political prisoners and express it condolence and
sympathy to the families of the casualties and wishes recovery for the injured.
Even if the loss of several charismatic members of the leading board, peshmerga, female and
male members of the party is a heavy loss for us, but we promise to our affiliates, to the Kurdish
people that we are even more determined and motivated in our struggle against the dictatorship
system ruling in Iran and in our struggle to pursue democracy, freedom and human rights.
Kurdistan Democratic Party has been subjected to several terrorist attacks carried out by Iranian
regime several times and each time has not only survived the attack but also becomes stronger,
more experienced and determined after each loss.
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The Kurdish activists have always been ready to join the Kurdistan Democratic Party and its struggle
and to revive the memory of those who devote their lives to achieve freedom.
We express our gratitude to the inhabitants and emergency health providers of Koya for their help and
sympathy. We inform the international community that our members and their families who have lost
their homes need urgent and profound humanitarian aids.
We hope this brutal missile attack and the execution of Kurdish prisoners as the latest crimes committed by the Iranian regime to become an incentive for Kurdish people in Iran to go to strike against
Iran’s regime.
We expect the Iranian and Kurdish activists and organization in Iraqi Kurdistan and abroad to arrange
demonstrations and show their protest against these types of crimes committed by the Iranian Regime.
We ask the international community not to be silent and to react properly when the regime of Iran
resorts to violence and terror both inside and outside the border of Iran.
Kurdish people expect the International community to confront the Iranian regime when it comes
to international terrorism. Iranian regime resorting to terror and horror, killing our activist needs to
become an inspiration for us the Kurds to create a unified front, to cooperate and to be harmonious in
our struggle against the regime.
Salute to the latest martyrs of Kurdistan Democratic Party and Iranian Kurds
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP-Iran)
Polit Bureau
September 8th, 2018
During the air and missile attack to the headquarter of Kurdistan Democratic party 15 charismatic members of our party have been killed and more than 45have been injured.
The name of the Martyrs are as follow:
1. Karim Mahdavi (Karim Saqezi), member of leading board
2. Ebrahim Ebrahimi (Ebrahim Zeveiy), member of leading board
3. Nasrin Hadad, member of leading board
4. Rahman Piroti, member of leading board
5. Soheila Qaderi, member of leading board
6. Hashm Azizi member of leading board
7. Mohammad Hassan Pour Senior staff member of the Secretariat
8. Osman Osmani staff member of the Secretariat
9. Karim Rasoulzadeh ( Sherko) member of the party
10. Hawre Karsaz (Hawr Shikhani) member of the party
11. Peshawa Seyd omar peshmarga
12. Jamal Akpari Pour peshmarga
13. Mansoue Akpar Pour peshmarga
14. Farogh Hassan Khayyat Member of Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan
15. Mukhtar Ghatpour Member of Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan
16- Today September 19th this booklet was updated since one of the injured persons during the missile attack, Mr. Qader Izadi who was a brave and wellknown military commander
passed away.
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Iran’s IRGC confirms firing
7 missiles at Iraq-based terrorists

This grab shows Iran’s
IRCG firing seven
short-range missiles at a
gathering of terrorists in
Iraq’s semi-autonomous
Kurdistan region on
September 8, 2018.
(via Fars News Agency)

Sun Sep 9, 2018
Iran’s Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRCG) confirms that it has fired
seven short-range missiles at a gathering of terrorist commanders in Iraq’s
semi-autonomous Kurdistan region.
“The missile unit of the IRGC’s Aerospace Force in cooperation with the drone
unit of the [IRGC’s] Ground Force yesterday (Saturday) targeted the headquarters and a meeting of leaders of a criminal grouplet and a center for training affiliated terrorists with seven short-range surface-to-surface missiles,” the IRGC
said in a statement.
Following wicked actions taken by terrorist groups affiliated with the global arrogance from the Kurdistan region against Iran’s border areas in recent months,
the IRGC decided to counter and punish the aggressors, it added.
According to the statement, the IRGC’s Ground Force managed to deal a heavy
blow to numerous terrorist teams who sought to create insecurity and carry out
acts of sabotage in the Iranian provinces of West Azarbaijan, Kordestan and
Kermanshah.
The statement emphasized that the missile attack was carried out after the
terrorist groups’ ringleaders ignored serious warnings by officials of the Iraqi
Kurdistan region about the Islamic Republic’s determination to dismantle their
bases and the necessity to end their aggressive and terrorist acts against Iran.
The decisive operation showed that the IRGC and other sections of Iranian
Armed Forces as well as the intelligence and security institutions are “determined to safeguard borders and territorial integrity of the Islamic Republic of
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Iran and to defend high ideals and goals of the Islamic Revolution and will not allow terrorists recruited
by the enemies’ intelligence services to endanger the country’s exemplary security.”
The IRGC said that servicemen from its Hamzah Seyyed al-Shuhada’s base had performed the operation.
Later in August, the IRGC Quds Force killed four members of a terrorist group during clashes in the
country’s southeastern border with Pakistan.
In a statement, the Quds Force said the clashes with terrorists occurred near the Iranian city of Saravan in Sistan and Baluchestan Province.
https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2018/09/09/573648/Missile-IRCG-Iraq-Kurdistan-terrorists-ground-forces
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SI condemns Iran›s missile attack
against Iranian Kurds in Iraq

Socialist international
10 September 2018
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This targeted onslaught against the Iranian Kurds over the weekend began with news of the execution of three Kurdish political prisoners by the
Iranian regime, including Ramin Hossein Panahi of the SI member Komala
Party of Iranian Kurdistan (KPIK), whose plight the SI had previously drawn
attention to and who was subject of numerous appeals by the international
community and human rights organisations.
The Islamic Republic of Iran has violated the national sovereignty of a neighbouring country, targeted innocent civilians and contravened international
law. The Socialist International calls on the entire international community
to unequivocably denounce these unacceptable acts.
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The Socialist International expresses its outrage and condemns the missile attack carried out by the Islamic Republic of Iran over the weekend
against the headquarters of two SI Iranian member parties, the Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP-Iran) and the Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan
(PDKI), located in Northern Iraq.
The headquarters of the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP-Iran) was deliberated targeted while its central committee was in session with senior leaders, resulting in the tragic deaths of 16 of its members and the injury of
close to 50. The Iranian regime also targeted the headquarters of the Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan (PDKI) and nearby refugee camps in Koya.
The Socialist International conveys its deepest sympathy and condolences
to the family and comrades of those killed in the attack, and its solidarity
with those injured.
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Early day motion 1606

IRANIAN ATTACK ON CAMP INSIDE THE
KURDISTAN REGION IN IRAQ
Session: 2017-19
Date tabled: 10.09.2018

Twitter: @KDP1945 - Facebook: @KDP1945

www.kurdistanukurd.com
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That this House strongly condemns the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corp›s
bombardment of an Iranian Kurdish refugee and political camp in Koya,
which is within the borders of the officially recognised Kurdistan Region
in Iraq and 200km from Iran; notes that the six ground-to-ground missiles
accompanied by a drone were designed to coincide with a meeting of the
leadership of the Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iran; sends its condolences
to the families of those killed and wishes a speedy recovery to those who
were wounded; believes that this was a blatant violation of international
law, sovereignty and good neighbourly principles; further notes that the
US and its allies in the international coalition still retain responsibility for
protecting the airspace of Iraq; fears that failure to respond to Iran›s violation will encourage the Iranian regime to take further action; believes
that Iraq and the Kurdistan Region should not become a battlefield for the
major powers› conflict of interest; and urges the UK and other countries to
make protests to the Iranian regime at the UN and other levels about that
regime›s actions and for all such activity to cease forthwith.
https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/business-papers/
commons/early-day-motions/edm-detail1/?edmnumber=1606&sessi
on=19-2017
1.Blackman, Bob
2.Bottomley, Peter
3.Campbell, Ronnie
4.Chapman, Douglas
5.Day, Martyn
6.Edwards, Jonathan
7.Gapes, Mike
8.Glindon, Mary

9.Godsiff, Roger
10.Hopkins, Kelvin
11.Linden, David
12.Martin, Sandy
13.Robinson, Gavin
14.Shannon, Jim
15.Stephens, Christopher
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Special visit to the British Parliament
On September 13, 2018, the Democratic Party of Kurdistan presented a panel discussion with the participation of Mr. Jack Lopresti MP, The APPG Chairman, Mary Glindon MP, “Lord Maurice Glasman, “Lord Lloyd Russel Moyle” and hoted by Gary Kent
the Secretary of the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG).
Mouloud Swara Leadership member of kurdistan Democratic party and Party representative in the UK, at this meeting, he spoke on the issue of a missile attack on the
Democrats, and how it was carried out, and the number of martyrs and Injuries and the
execution of three political prisoner and a massive strike the people of Kurdistan of Iran,
as an achievement and a great sword against the Iranian regime.
The policy of the Islamic Republic in the logic of creating tension and undermining the
security and stability of the Middle East, especially in Iraq and the Kurdistan region, was
another part of the discussion.
In another part of the meeting, the presenters, expressing their concerns, expressed
their concern about this disaster and wished them to recover as soon as possible for the
wounded and announced that they would follow the demands of our rightful people
and discuss this with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the organization Nations and the
British Parliament.
It is worth mentioning that Ms. Zhaleh was accompanied by the Democratic Party at
the meeting.
The Kurdistan Democratic Party KDP-l / UK
September 13, 2018
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Mr. Jack Lopresti MP

Mary-Glindon MP

Lloyd Russell Moyle MP

Lord Maurice Glasman

Gary Kent

Mouloud Swara
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Conservatives condemn
Iranian regime’s missile strikes
against Kurds in Iraq
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
September 11, 2018

Ottawa, ON – The Hon. Erin O’Toole, Shadow Minister for Foreign
Affairs, and James Bezan, Shadow Minister for National Defence,
today issued the following statement in response to Iran’s recent missile strikes against the headquarters of two Kurdish political parties,
as well as a Kurdish refugee camp which has reportedly killed 18
people, and injured another 49. Iran also executed Kurdish political prisoners Ramin Hossein-Panahi, Zanyar Moradi and Loghman
Moradi on September 8, 2018:
“Once again, the Iranian regime, and in particular the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), have demonstrated a complete
disregard for all international law and civilizational norms with its
unwarranted attack against the Kurds in Iraq. While Conservatives
introduced and passed a motion calling on the Liberal government
to list the IRGC as a terrorist entity, Justin Trudeau has so far failed
to comply with the will of Parliament.
“Early in his mandate, Justin Trudeau lifted economic sanctions
against the Iranian regime. He also expressed interest in re-establishing diplomatic relations. This was despite the fact that Iran showed
no interest whatsoever in slowing progress on its nuclear program,
or developing its ballistic missiles. These missile attacks against the
Kurds are evidence of what happens when the international community, including Canada’s Liberal government, fails to hold rogue
regimes like Iran accountable.
“Canadians soldiers worked side-by-side with the Kurdish Peshmerga in the international fight against the terrorist group ISIS.
Their sacrifices on the battlefield should not be ignored, nor should
they be abandoned when attacked by a state sponsor of terror that
continues to incite war and destruction throughout the Middle East.
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“A Conservative government led by Andrew Scheer will move immediately to list the IRGC as a terrorist entity under Canadian law,
and make full use of our Magnitsky legislation to sanction Iran’s human rights offenders. Finally, unlike Justin Trudeau, we will always
stand with Canada’s partners when they are attacked by despotic regimes like Iran.”

The Hon. Erin O’Toole, Shadow Minister for Foreign Affairs

James Bezan, Shadow Minister for National Defence
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Defend Iranian Kurds

I write as a supporter of democracy in Iran and resident of your
Congressional District to urge you to join in supporting the Iranian
Kurds and the Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan as the major
Kurdish party in Iran.
During last week Iran`s government waged a multidimensional
war on its own Kurds. From one side, on the morning of September
8, the Iranian regime executed three young Kurds who were prisoners of conscience. From the other side, the Iranian regime, using
ballistic missiles, attacked the Kurdish Iranian refugee camps, which
are located deep in the soil of Iraq. Iran also, for 7 consecutive days,
shelled Iraqi Kurdistan.
When Zaniar Muradi and Loghman Muradi, who were members
of one family, were executed this Saturday, they had already spent
almost 10 years in jail under severe tortures and persecution to be
forced to confess to crimes they had never committed. Ramin Hossein Panahi also was executed, the same morning, while he was on
a hunger strike to protest the unjust, hasty, and with no due process
sentence.
Iran`s attack on the Iranian Kurdish refugees and Iranian Kurdish
political parties, who have been forced to exile in Iraqi Kurdistan,
is a blatant violation of international laws and norms. During this
attack at least 16 were killed and more than 40 were wounded. Unfortunately, the United States and international society has not yet
shown a strong position in condemning this criminal and cowardly
action of Iran.
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This attack, if anything is, first of all, a message to the United States
and its allies in the region that Iran has the full control of Iraq and
they do whatever they want to do there. It is important that the democratic forces in the Middle East know that the USA is able to support its interests in the region. Without this reassurance, the future
of Democratic forces and the future of those forces who are the closest friends of the USA and its allies will be in danger.
The Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan has always played a pivotal role in bringing Iranian opposition groups together and Iran`s
people see Kurds as true fighters of freedom and democracy in Iran.
It is imperative that the US reassures the Iranian people that it will
not leave one of the most democratic fractions of the opposition
alone. Therefore, I speak for myself and many others in my community in asking the administration and Congress to be more vocal in
supporting Iranian Kurds especially the Democratic Party of Iranian
Kurdistan which is the oldest and the largest Kurdish political party.
https://www.petition2congress.com/ctas/defend-iranian-kurds
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UK spokesperson statement
in response to recent
rocket attacks in Iraq

Following recent rocket attacks in Iraq,
a UK government spokesperson has issued a statement.
Published 13 September 2018
From: Foreign & Commonwealth Office
A UK Government spokesperson said:
The UK has been following recent events in Iraq and the Kurdistan
Region of Iraq with concern. Following the attack near Koya, the UK
Ambassador to Iraq this week travelled to Kurdistan Region of Iraq
to speak to all parties alongside Consul General Erbil.
The Iranian attack on Koya was disproportionate and dangerous.
The UK supports the statements issued by the Iraqi government, the
Kurdish Regional Government and UNAMI. We urge all parties to
show restraint, and to respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Iraq.
The UK further condemns in the strongest terms any violence directed against diplomatic missions, including those of the US, as we
have witnessed in Basra and Baghdad in recent days.
The UK continues to urge all parties to proceed with the formation
of an inclusive government in accordance with the constitutional
timeline, which will address the needs and hopes of all Iraqi citizens.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-spokesperson-statement-in-response-to-recent-rocket-attacks-in-iraq
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Iran’s attack
on Kurdish parties
in Koya raised in
UK’s Commons
By GARY KENT yesterday at 05:51
British MPs in the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on the Kurdistan Region
have begun to mobilise to help expose the reality of the Iranian missile attack on September 8 on the Iranian Kurdish camp in Koya and to discourage any further Iranian
aggression.
The APPG Chairman, Conservative MP Jack Lopresti has submitted a written question
to the Foreign Secretary asking him what representations he has made to the Iranian
Government about the attack in the Kurdistan Region in Iraq. The answer may take
some weeks to emerge, given the parliamentary calendar, but it makes an important
point.
APPG vice-chair, Labour MP Mary Glindon, has also tabled a Commons motion which
argues the following: “That this House strongly condemns the Iranian Revolutionary
Guard Corp’s bombardment of an Iranian Kurdish refugee and political camp in Koya,
which is within the borders of the officially recognised Kurdistan Region in Iraq and
200km from Iran; notes that the six ground-to-ground missiles accompanied by a drone
were designed to coincide with a meeting of the leadership of the Kurdistan Democratic
Party of Iran; sends its condolences to the families of those killed and wishes a speedy
recovery to those who were wounded.”
It also “believes that this was a blatant violation of international law, sovereignty and
good neighbourly principles; further notes that the US and its allies in the international
coalition still retain responsibility for protecting the airspace of Iraq; fears that failure to
respond to Iran’s violation will encourage the Iranian regime to take further action; believes that Iraq and the Kurdistan Region should not become a battlefield for the major
powers’ conflict of interest; and urges the UK and other countries to make protests to
the Iranian regime at the UN and other levels about that regime’s actions and for all such
activity to cease forthwith.”
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The motion has so far attracted the support of fifteen MPs from six different
political parties and may resume its growth when parliament returns in a few
weeks’ time.
Jack Lopresti and Mary Glindon also came together for an emergency briefing with Iranian Kurdish representatives on the last day of Parliament before
a recess for the party conferences. They and other parliamentarians heard
about the huge loss of life and injured at the camp and explanations for Iran’s
action, and they agreed to act together to help lift the silence about this attack.
The APPG’s remit is to build friendship with the Kurdistan Region and does
not have the resources to focus on the other Kurdistans. But, clearly, the Iranian attack on the Koya camp is an act of aggression against the Kurdistan
Region and aimed at intimidating it.
As well as its concerns about the terrible loss of life in Koya and our solidarity with those who were injured, several critically, the group cannot remain silent about the threat to the Kurdistan Region. The KRG wants good relations
with all its neighbours and needs UK and international support to tell Iran
they have no right to send missiles into the Kurdistan Region in Iraq, whose
airspace is under US and allied protection.
I also hope the Iranian Kurdish parties co-operate more to tell parliamentarians more about the reality of life for the Kurds in Iran so parliamentarians
are better equipped with information they can use to encourage the UK government to take a stand on their rights.
Very few people have any idea about the existence of millions of Kurds in
Iran, their history, and the discrimination and repression they suffer, including executions of activists.
Iran is a wonderful country with a rich history and civilisation that could
be such a positive force for the good but its current leaders operate a form of
apartheid where minorities such as the Kurds are not allowed to advance on
merit and democratically. This is combined with aggressive and zealous expansionism that threatens the peace, wants its neighbours to be subordinate
and would destroy Israel if it could, with calamitous consequences for the
whole region.
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And I commend the UK Ambassador to Iraq and the Consul-General in
the Kurdistan Region, Jon Wilks and Martyn Warr, who have been active
on this issue. This week a UK Government spokesperson said: “The UK has
been following recent events in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region of Iraq with
concern. Following the attack near Koya, the UK Ambassador to Iraq this
week travelled to Kurdistan Region of Iraq to speak to all parties alongside
Consul General Erbil.
“The Iranian attack on Koya was disproportionate and dangerous. The
UK supports the statements issued by the Iraqi government, the Kurdish
Regional Government and UNAMI. We urge all parties to show restraint,
and to respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Iraq.
“The UK further condemns in the strongest terms any violence directed
against diplomatic missions, including those of the US, as we have witnessed in Basra and Baghdad in recent days.
“The UK continues to urge all parties to proceed with the formation of
an inclusive government in accordance with the constitutional timeline,
which will address the needs and hopes of all Iraqi
citizens.”
I understand that an Iranian drone has again been hovering over the camp
in Koya and there are fears of further attacks on the camp or even a land
attack using forces that are on or over the border. There have been some
Iranian military actions against the Iranian Kurds inside Kurdistan in recent years but the attack on September 8 was the first such attack since the
liberation of Iraq from Saddam Hussein. Further exposure of the attacks is
necessary to deter any repetition and help ensure the integrity of both the
Kurdistan Region and Iraq as a whole.
Gary Kent is the Secretary of the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG).
He writes this column for Rudaw in a personal capacity. The address for the
all-party group is appgkurdistan@gmail.com.
The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the position of Rudaw.
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KDP Senior Official:
Iranian Missile Attack
Is a Message to the US

Thursday, 13 September, 2018 - 09:15
A few days after an Iranian Revolutionary Guards’ missile attacks
on the Iraqi Kurdistan Region, Khaled Azizi, a senior official of the
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP), said that Tehran fired the rockets “to send a clear message to the United States and the countries of
the region.”
Azizi, a former secretary and leader of the KDP, told Asharq Al-Awsat that the regime in Tehran “is currently facing severe political and
economic problems and crises at the internal and external levels, and
will not emerge from them easily and peacefully.
“By targeting our headquarters, Iran sent an explicit message to specific parties such as America and its allies in the region that Tehran
is able to hit all those sides if its interests were put at risk. This means
that the Iranian regime has made our area a field for experiments,”
Azizi stated.
Iran said on Sunday it had targeted the KDP leadership headquarters and training centers in the district of Koysinjaq (70 km east of
Erbil) last Saturday. Azizi was wounded in the attack, along with the
party’s current secretary Mustafa Mawloudi.
The senior official said the party lost 13 lives in the attack, while
more than 45 people were injured, including fighters, civilians and
many women and children.
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Khalid AZIZI
KDP Leadership
member of Kurdistan
Democratic Party and
one of the survivors of
Iran missile attack.

Asked whether Iran had made warnings ahead of the attack, Azizi said the strike was “unexpected”, pointing out, however, that the
party “has a security committee that collects accurate information
about the dangers that threaten the party and is in constant contact
with the party leadership.”
He added that the committee had repeatedly warned of “the regime’s intention to strike us militarily.”
Commenting on Tehran’s threats that it would repeat its attacks on
the Kurdistan region, Azizi said: “The possibility of further Iranian
attacks depends on the results of the upcoming US legislative and
presidential elections, the course of the negotiations on Iran’s nuclear program and the seriousness of threats exchanged between Iran
and the United States.”
“I can say that the repetition of Iranian attacks against us falls entirely within the framework of Tehran’s relations with Baghdad, the
repercussions of burning the Iranian consulate in Basra and the orientation of the new Iraqi government.”
The KDP official pointed out that Iranian drones flying over the Iraqi territory was something “ordinary”, noting that the matter “concerns Iraq and its sovereignty, which the Iranian regime has blatantly
violated.”
Erbil - Ihsan Aziz
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POLICYWATCH 3015
Iran’s Missile Attack in Iraqi
Kurdistan Could Backfire

Bilal Wahab
September 11, 2018
The IRGC has fired a literal shot across the KRG’s bow, but the brazen violation of Baghdad’s sovereignty may ultimately benefit Tehran’s opponents.
A few minutes after the start of a leadership meeting on September
8, the headquarters of the Kurdistan Democratic Party-Iran (KDP-I)
came under missile attack. The next day, Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps claimed responsibility, saying it had launched
seven surface-to-surface missiles at a compound on the outskirts of
Koysinjaq in Iraq’s Kurdistan Regional Government. According to
the IRGC-linked Tasnim News Agency, the compound was “used for
training anti-Iran terrorists and hosted a meeting of terrorist leaders.” Seventeen people were killed and forty-nine injured, including
civilians. The compound also houses the headquarters of the Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan (PDKI), which has conducted recent attacks on IRGC targets in Iran. Yet the missiles primarily hit
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members of the more passive and pro-dialogue KDP-I, raising questions about Tehran’s
claim that the operation was purely a counterterrorism measure.
SIGN OF ESCALATION?
Iran used Fateh-110 missiles in the attack, which have a range of 300 kilometers. They
were launched by mobile units near Urmia in northwest Iran, over 100 miles from their
target in Iraq. IRGC drones filmed the attack and assessed damage. Six of the missiles hit
the compound, with one striking the exact room where the forty-member KDP-I leadership committee was meeting—no mean feat in a large building with more than 200
rooms. Iran claims that the Fateh-110 has a circular error probable (CEP) of 10 meters
at its maximum range, which would make it fully capable of such precision if the IRGC
had the requisite intelligence about the meeting’s location and time. Tehran was also no
doubt aware that missing the building and hitting the nearby urban center of Koysinjaq
would have resulted in greater casualties and a political row. Even so, it remains unclear
whether the result was a function of precision or sheer luck.
The night before the attack, three Kurdish activists were executed in Tehran, and Iranian troops have reportedly been massing on the KRG border, creating fears of a potential
ground offensive. Although Iran has targeted the Kurdish opposition in Iraq with assassinations and car bombs in recent years (e.g., a December 2016 attack that killed seven
dissidents), Saturday’s strike was qualitatively different in its timing, boldness, and message. Iran had not launched missiles across the border since 2001, when it fired between
44 and 77 Scud missiles at camps belonging to the opposition group Mujahedin-e Khalq
(MEK). And in 1996, it hit the Koysinjaq compound with Katyusha rockets as part of a
campaign to occupy large swaths of Iraqi Kurdistan.
ONE ATTACK, THREE AUDIENCES
Tehran may be using the strike to send three different messages. First and most important, it seems to be signaling the international community about its regional intentions
and capabilities, since hitting a scantly protected training and refugee camp with powerful missiles would probably qualify as overkill to any credible observer. Unlike Iran’s
embarrassingly off-target missile attacks in Syria last year, the results of Saturday’s operation indicate precise targeting, acute timing, and accurate intelligence. Given the recent
reports that Iran is stationing missiles in Iraq and Syria, such capabilities would represent an increased threat to U.S. assets in the region as well as to Israel and the Gulf states.
Second, Tehran may be trying to intimidate citizens and politicians in Iraq, where anti-Iranian sentiment is on the rise during the latest election cycle. As leaders in Baghdad
and Erbil horse-trade to determine who will run the next government, the Koysinjaq
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strike could be a warning that Tehran cannot be sidelined and will do what it must to
protect its interests there. The pro-Iran camp is on the defensive—as late as last week, an
alliance of former prime minister Nouri al-Maliki and Iranian-backed Shia militias was
close to taking the lead in the post-election sweepstakes, but now the news is dominated
by extraordinary sights like the sacking and burning of Iranian diplomatic facilities.
Meanwhile, the Kurds have been emboldened of late by Washington’s more forceful
diplomatic efforts in Iraq, including an August 30 phone call from Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo to KRG leader Masoud Barzani—their first such conversation since the
United States opposed the KRG’s ill-fated 2017 independence referendum. Following
that vote, Iraqi Kurdish parties fell deeper into Tehran’s orbit as Iran helped Baghdad
push KRG forces out of Kirkuk and its oil fields. Striking the KDP-I may be Tehran’s way
of warning the Kurds that they are once again overstepping. Indeed, a KRG statement
after the attack condemned the strike but also called on Iranian Kurdish groups not to
use KRG territory as a launching ground for attacks on Iran—something Iran has persistently asked Erbil to do.
Such statements are more understandable when one considers that Iran and Turkey
regularly attack villages in KRG border areas where opposition groups operate, resulting in the displacement of local populations, diplomatic embarrassment, and ongoing
difficulty with attracting and keeping international businesses in Iraqi Kurdistan. KRG
leaders have been unable to stem such attacks despite their largely good relations with
Ankara and Tehran—a significant concern because each incident blunts their Kurdish
nationalist credibility ahead of the KRG elections slated for September 30.
Ironically, the Koysinjaq strike may inadvertently push KRG leaders closer to the federal government, since border protection is technically Baghdad’s sovereign prerogative.
They may even add this issue to their list of demands in government formation negotiations. Yet Baghdad’s ability to meet this request could be limited given its long-fraught
relations with the KRG and the difficulty of standing up to its two stronger neighbors.
The third message behind this weekend’s attack may be intended for Kurdish opposition factions inside Iran, who have sought to boost their relevance by hitting regime and
IRGC targets. These groups could sense a noose tightening around the regime’s neck, as
U.S. sanctions worsen the country’s already dire economic situation and protests continue to occur in various cities. Some Iranian Kurdish leaders have visited Washington
in recent months to better understand the Trump administration’s policy toward their
country and find a foothold within it. In response, Tehran seems bent on eliminating
opposition political leaders and disrupting opposition military plans.
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RISKS FOR TEHRAN
Iran’s bold attempt to solve its Kurdish opposition problem could backfire. The recent
warming of relations between Tehran and Ankara has unsettled Iraqi Kurds, many of
whom believe the two countries may be planning a joint attack on their respective opposition groups in the KRG. To protect themselves—politically and perhaps literally—
leaders in Erbil might ask Iranian opposition forces to leave their bases in Iraq and return home. Ultimately, that would not be good news for Tehran. The combination of
attacks abroad, persecution at home, and ongoing economic hardships would give Iranian Kurdish fighters fertile ground to recruit new personnel inside the Islamic Republic,
all at a time when the regime is isolated internationally and fragmented politically. Yet
they have little chance of transforming themselves from a sitting duck into an effective
insurgency unless they get past their often-petty factionalism.
Tehran may also have exposed its missile programs to further international sanctions.
The regime has threatened all summer that it would retaliate against factions responsible
for killing IRGC members, citing an unclaimed July 21 attack that killed eleven personnel at Iran’s Marivan border post. Yet targeting a meeting of opposition political leaders
deep inside Iraq casts serious doubt on Tehran’s claim that its missile program is purely
defensive in nature.
The weekend strike might further alienate the Iraqi public as well. Their anger at Iranian interference was already at its highest point since Tehran-friendly parties assumed
power in Baghdad years ago, as manifested last week when rioters burned the Iranian
consulate in Basra. At minimum, the missile attack was an affront to their country’s sovereignty at a time when Iraqi nationalism is on the rise.
As for the U.S. and international reaction, Vice President Mike Pence quickly condemned the attack in a phone call with KRG prime minister Nechirvan Barzani. The
United Nations should do the same—all it has done thus far is “take note” of the attack
in a September 9 tweet. To demonstrate that there is a cost for attacking the KRG, Washington could take a closer look at Iranian banking and currency purchasing activities
there. Firm U.S. backing might also help Iraq’s more responsible Kurdish and Arab leaders to stand up to Iran.
Bilal Wahab is the Nathan and Esther K. Wagner Fellow at The Washington Institute.
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/irans-missile-attack-in-iraqi-kurdistan-could-backfire
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Iran missile strike opens door
to escalation with Kurdish
armed groups

Fazel Hawramy
September 14, 2018
The patience of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) with Iranian Kurdish groups operating from northern Iraq was wearing thin. Spiraling
violence in western Iran between Iranian Kurdish fighters and security forces
had been claiming an increasing number of lives. Meanwhile, Iraqi Kurdish authorities were doing little to reign in the groups based on their territory. Simultaneously faced with escalating pressure from the United States, Tehran likely
felt that something had to be done, that a message had to be sent. The apparent
response was multi-pronged.
On Sept. 7, IRGC drones surveilled a six-member unit of the Kurdistan Free
Life Party (PJAK) in the mountains of western Iran. The fighters were surrounded by Iranian forces on a mountain near the village of Palangan. PJAK sources
believe at least three of the fighters were eventually killed. There has been no
information about the others.
At dawn the following day, three Iranian Kurdish political prisoners were paraded in a prison near Tehran before being sent to the gallows. Meanwhile, Iran
had deployed seven missile batteries near Azarshahr, in East Azerbaijan province, opposite a fort across the border in Iraqi Kurdistan.
When the missiles were launched, a group of senior officials of the opposition Iranian Kurdistan Democratic Party (PDK) had gathered for an important meeting at its Iraqi headquarters, a sprawling fort built by the Russians in
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1977 for President Saddam Hussein’s army. PDK and fellow Kurdish opposition
groups were on alert, as assassinations of their members had risen this year after
Iran implemented a campaign targeting the border area where the parties are
based.
In a July 26 letter, written by several Kurdish opposition parties to foreign missions in Iraqi Kurdistan, including the US Consulate, the groups had warned
about possible attacks in Iraqi Kurdistan. “Now that the voices of discontent
and protest are increasing in Iran, the Iranian regime is attempting to divert
attention from its domestic crises in an effort to manipulate public opinion,” the
authors stated. The letter was shared with Al-Monitor by the representative of
the Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iran (KDPI) in Sulaimaniyah.
Iran’s main target in the region is the KDPI, which resumed armed operations
in early 2015 after a hiatus of more than a decade. When US President Donald
Trump’s tone against Iran grew more bellicose this year, the group intensified its
attacks. In response, the IRGC, in particular Quds Force Commander Qasem
Soleimani, warned Iraqi Kurdish officials to reign in the groups.
In part due to contentious internal Iraqi Kurdish politics, however, the KDPI
has continued its operations inside Iran and has introduced “urban peshmerga,”
indicating that it intends to take the battle not just to the border, but deeper
into Iran. Meanwhile, its sister party, the PDK, which split from the KDPI in
2007, has held at least three rounds of negotiations with Iranian representatives,
with its leaders repeatedly stating that armed resistance is not the answer to
the Kurdish question in Iran. Meanwhile, in recent months, the Protectors of
Eastern Kurdistan, a front group for the PDK, has launched at least three deadly
attacks on Iranian security forces.
Al-Monitor has learned from a source close to Iran that Soleimani had asked
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Iraqi Kurdish officials three times this year to reign in the KDPI. In response, Iraqi Kurdish officials met
with KDPI and PDK officials, but without reaching any satisfactory arrangements. In the meantime,
the KDPI continued its attacks on Iranian forces in Iran. The source also divulged to Al-Monitor that
the IRGC had thoroughly planned the Sept. 8 attack, going so far as to consult the Russians who had
built the fort in Koya about the structure and strength of its materials to gauge how much explosives
were needed in the warheads that would target the meeting.
Al-Monitor visited Nezarke Fort, a structure in Duhok identical to the one in Koya, which has more
than 150 rooms and four large turrets. That the IRGC missile hit the room where the meeting of the
PDK was reportedly taking place is a testament to the level of the Iranians’ intelligence gathering. Indeed, a video released by the IRGC shows two of the missiles striking their target, reportedly killing
at least 15 people, including several senior officials of the PDK and wounding more than 40 others. A
KDPI spokesman told Al-Monitor that 13 PDK members had been killed, and two members of the
KDPI died when one of the missiles hit their training field, a few hundred meters from the fort.
Nonetheless, having been ridiculed for suboptimal missile attacks on Islamic State (IS) bases in northeast Syria last summer in response to IS attacks in Tehran, the Iranians seem to have done their homework this time. Indeed, Iranian agents appear to have monitored the bases of the Kurdish groups from
the Haybat Sultan range, overlooking Koya, and bases south of the town.
Iran has not stopped at the missile strike. It has now deployed troops to the border area and is demanding that Iraqi Kurdish authorities either hand over Iranian Kurdish fighters or expel them. Rather
than triggering infighting, the Sept. 8 attack appears to have brought the usually bickering Kurdish
opposition groups together, as they now want to coordinate their efforts against Tehran. This is even
though the KDPI has said it will continue armed operations, while PDK official Khaled Azizi reiterated
on Sept. 10 that armed resistance is not the solution.
It is almost certain that tensions between Iran and Iranian Kurdish groups will only increase. The
United States condemned the Sept. 8 attack, calling it “an effort to threaten and destabilize its closest
neighbor,” while Kurdish groups are trying to publicize their cause and have called on the Trump administration to take concrete measures against Tehran.
“We are waiting to see the next shift in the Trump administration,” PDK spokesman Aso Hassanzadeh
said at a Sept. 12 press conference in Erbil. “We have seen a lot of words, not actions. … We are still
a little bit worried that it’s only about limiting Iran’s actions in the region. With this nothing will be
resolved.”
Meanwhile, IRGC commander Mohammad Ali Jafari warned on Sept. 13, “[The] IRGC’s recent revenge against the terrorists conveys a highly meaningful message to the enemies, particularly those
superpowers who think they can impose their evil plots on us and bully us.”
It is clear that Iranian military commanders are uneasy about Iran’s western border. More than ever,
the danger of rapid escalation looms, particularly as localized fighting between Kurdish groups and the
IRGC could get sucked into the broader confrontation between Washington and Tehran. Thus, as the
Iranians warn that Kurdish groups should expect further attacks if they fail to halt their operations,
not only civilian residents in the border area between Iran and Iraqi Kurdistan are in peril, but perhaps
even more so is the Kurdistan Regional Government, which now has to maneuver between Iran, the
United States and the PDK and KDPI without getting entangled in their conflicts.
Only time will tell how and whether the leaders in Erbil and Sulaimaniya will be able to deftly address
the situation without becoming the victim of extraneous conflicts.
Read more: http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2018/09/iran-koya-pdk-kdpi-missile-attackkurds-escalation-iraq.html#ixzz5RNLqffwZ
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By:
Shorsh Ahi &
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Iran’s Callous,
Deadly Message

The regime launched a missile strike against innocent Iraqi
Kurds in order to make a point to America.
By Eli Lake
September 16, 2018
When a regional power wants to assert itself and intimidate its rivals, it has
several options: Stage a military exercise, test a missile, maybe even have a
high-ranking general deliver a threatening speech. Rarely does signaling deterrence mean killing innocents.
Yet this is exactly what Iran did earlier this month when it launched a barrage
of missiles at the headquarters of the Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iran, or
KDPI, during a meeting of its 21-member central committee. Six of its members
were killed, according to one of the survivors, Khalid Azizi, a member of the
committee.
The strike was significant for a few reasons. First, its location: outside of Iranian territory, in northern Iraq. Iran has supported militias that have killed Iraqis
and coalition forces in Iraq since the U.S.- led invasion in 2003. But it has not
launched a direct military strike into Iraqi territory since the mid-1990s, during
the Kurdish civil war.
More important, Iran faces no real danger from the Kurds, especially the KDPI.
Some Kurdish separatists in Iran have conducted attacks on Iranian targets over
the years. But the KDPI has pursued a nonviolent strategy for equal political
rights in Iran. There is “no evidence” that the KDPI was launching terrorist at-
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tacks, said Michael Rubin, an expert on Iran and Iraq at the American Enterprise Institute. He called the group “basically a coffee klatch for Iranian Kurdish
exiles.”
Even after the missile strike, the KDPI has refrained from calling for a violent
response. Instead, it announced a general strike for the Iranian Kurdish region.
“We don’t want weapons or training from other countries,” Azizi said. Instead,
he said, the organization seeks a political solution. “The best revenge is to organize Kurds in Iranian Kurdistan against the regime,” he said, and “to find a
common agenda among all of the Iranian opposition.”
Iranian state media initially described the strike as a successful act of counterterrorism. Later, however, the mask slipped. In a television interview, the head
of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps said the missile strike was intended
as a warning to America. “The attack against the terrorists in Iraq’s Kurdistan
conveys a message to the enemies, particularly those superpowers who think
they can impose their evil plots on Iran and bully us,” said Major General Mohammad Ali Jafari.
That’s a not-so-veiled threat to military bases in the Iraqi Kurdish region
that host U.S. special operations forces and intelligence officers. In fact, Iranian-backed militias have recently fired at the airport compound in Basra, where
there is also a U.S. consulate. The White House subsequently warned Iran that it
would be held responsible for any attack on U.S. personnel.
Finally, the missile strike is notable for its precision. Eleven years ago I visited
this very compound, which is sprawling. That Iran was able to hit the room
where the KDPI central committee was meeting suggests they had both valuable
intelligence and the technology to exploit it.
For his part, Azizi seemed resigned to the uncomfortable position in which his
organization finds itself. “Iran is trying to provoke a war so they can kill more
of us,” he said. “They want to divert the attention of the people in Iran to say we
are the enemy.”
That’s undoubtedly correct, and Iran’s Kurds are also wise to refrain from responding in kind to Iranian aggression. The West, however, need not show such
restraint. The U.S. and European leaders should schedule a summit with a delegation of Iranian Kurds to discuss how the free world can help their struggle.
Iran’s leaders would certainly get that message.
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2018-09-16/iran-s-callous-deadlymessage-to-america
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Condemning air and missile attack to the headquarter of
Kurdistan Democratic Party!

18th September 2018
The international union of socialist youth (IUSY) strongly condemns the Air and missile attack to the headquarter of Kurdistan
Democratic Party by Islamic Republic of Iran in North Iraq and at
the same time execution of three political activities in Iranian prisons.
We send our deepest condolences to the families and friends of the
victims and our sympathy to all those who were affected by this missile attack.
Sunday September 8th at 10:45 the headquarter of Kurdistan Democratic Party has been attacked by the Islamic Republic of Iran.
The air and missile attack targeted the Leading Board of the party’s
meeting (polonium) taking place in the headquarter.
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During and after the attack Iranian unmanned airplane were seen
flying over the Koya city in Iraqi Kurdistan near the headquarter of
the party.
Several members of Kurdistan Democratic Party have been killed
and injured during the attack.
We call for urgent international intervention and urge all governments to work for to stop killing and executing civilian people by
Iranian government.
IUSY will always fight against fundamentalist extremism, against
discrimination and social injustices, and for a peaceful world where
all global citizens can develop their lives in a satisfactory way.
Finally, we call on the international community and all the governments, but particularly socialist, social democratic and labor
governments around the world to take concrete actions supporting
Kurdish people rights and protecting them from Iranian fundamentalist, extremist government.
http://iusy.org/category/home/condemning-air-and-missile-attack-to-the-headquarter-of-kurdistan-democratic-party/
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Iran’s attack on Kurds
is a message to Washington,
Riyadh and Jerusalem

Seth J. Frantzman / September 9, 2018
The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) in Iran claimed
credit for firing seven Fateh 110 ballistic missiles in an attack
on Kurdish opposition groups in Koya in northern Iraq over the
weekend that killed 17 and wounded numerous others. It was
the first time Iranian forces had used precision missiles to attack
deep inside Iraq.
The daylight attack on the city of some 100,000 in the Erbil Governorate of Iraqi Kurdistan is a message from Tehran to the region that it can do what it wants, not only in neighboring Iraq,
but throughout the Middle East. In the last year, Iranian missiles
and Iranian-supported groups using Tehran’s technical advisers
have targeted Saudi Arabia from Yemen and Israel from Syria.
As Washington is pressuring Iran, the missile threat is Tehran’s
response to the US sanctions. US Vice President Mike Pence condemned the rocket attack in a call with the Kurdistan region’s
prime minister, calling it an “effort to threaten and destabilize.”
The IRGC attempted a decapitation strike against the Kurdish
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KDP-I, an opposition group that has a headquarters in Koya. Numerous senior leaders were present and a missile crashed into
the building where they were meeting.
This was a precise and unprecedented strike. Although Iran has
targeted Kurdish groups in Iraq before and has fired missiles at
other opposition groups, the use of Fateh 110 missiles showcases
Iranian intelligence operations and know-how. Iran has been increasing the Fateh 110’s guidance and accuracy for a decade. In
mid-August, it test-fired one of them for use against ships. The
IRGC released footage showing the missiles were used in coordination with drones and local intelligence. Reporters for Iranian
state media were invited days before to prepare and watch the
launch.
The missile attack on Koya should not be seen as an isolated
Iran regime attack on an opposition group. Iran has been fighting Kurdish opposition groups for years and in Iran there have
been increasing clashes. But the missile strike was an escalation
and should be seen in the context of the Iranian-backed Houthis
using ballistic missiles to target Riyadh, flying some 900 km from
their launch point.
Iranian forces from Syria have also targeted and tested Israel’s
defenses. They flew a drone into Israeli airspace in February, and
fired a salvo of missiles in May. Recent satellite images show missile production facilities in northern Syria. Reports also indicate
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that Iran has transferred missiles to the Hashd al-Shaabi, or Shia
militias, in Iraq. And Iran has armed Hezbollah with missiles for
years and also supplied Hamas with technical support. The big
picture then is an Iranian missile threat throughout the region.
The National Defense Authorization Act signed by US President
Donald Trump in August included passages about Iran’s ballistic
missile threat.
Congress had looked deeply into how Iran’s missile program
threatens the region. During a June speech at the Foundation for
the Defense of Democracies, US Under Secretary of the Treasury
for terrorism and financial intelligence Sigal Mandelker said that
“Iran must end its proliferation of ballistic missiles.”
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US allies in the region have missile defense technology to confront the Iranian threat. Israel has a layered system of missile
defense including Iron Dome, David’s Sling and the Arrow program, while Saudi Arabia has used Patriot missile batteries to
stop the Houthi missiles. This has proven effective. It is also why
the IRGC decided to test out its missiles by targeting defenseless
Kurdish groups in northern Iraq.
The IRGC’s strike on the Kurds is a message to Washington and
to Israel. It shows how the IRGC operates across borders and
throughout the region, seeing Iran’s policy in Yemen, Iraq, Syria
and Lebanon as linked into one larger program.
The IRGC is also the group responsible for working with various proxies and Shia militias across the region.
The US administration’s response to the missile attack in Iraq
will reveal whether Washington takes this new front in northern
Iraq seriously and whether the discussions about stopping Iran’s
activities see Iraq as a frontier to confront these missile threats
or whether Iraq will continue to be an area that Iran can operate
freely in.
https://www.jpost.com/Middle-East/Irans-attack-on-Kurds-isa-message-to-Washington-Riyadh-and-Jerusalem-566895
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A delegation from the Kurdistan
Democratic Party visited the
United Nations Headquarters
in Norway.

News Center-Norway:
A delegation from the Kurdistan Democratic Party composed of
Hassan Xambar, Party Committee Member in Norway, and Karim
Alawesi, responsible for communication of party in Norway and
Nasser Kaderpour, Director General of the National Union of Students of Kurd Abroad, met with the United Nations Headquarters
in Norway and received a welcome from the Represent the Secretary-General of UN in Norway, Mrs.Ann Cathrine da Silva, and Adviser UN Secretary-General in Norway Joans Lversen.
In this meeting, Mr. Hasser Xambar, a speech on the situation of
the Kurds in Iran and the Khomeini jihad fatwa on the people of
Kurd, terrorist operations of the Islamic Republic and assassination
of leaders of the Democratic Party and Kurd activists and execution
of political prisoners and the last terrorist operation of the Islamic
Republic and the September 8, missile attack on the main Demo38
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Nasser Kaderpour - Mrs.Ann Cathrine da Silva
cratic Party’s headquarters on the territory of the Kurdistan Regional Government and martyrs and wounded dozens of members of
the Kurdistan Democratic Party for the host delegation, and several
related documents were presented. also at the meeting, the Kurdistan Democratic Party asked the UN Secretary-General in Norway to
help the party and inform all international organizations associated
with the United Nations, from this terrorist act of the Islamic Republic, at the same time, they spoke about other active Kurdish parties of
the danger of a second terrorist attack by the Islamic Republic.
The UN Secretary-General in Norway and his advisor spoke on UN
activities. and to sending massage of Kurds to the United Nations
and solve the problem of Kurds in Iran, Several proposals were submitted to the Delegation of the Kurdistan Democratic Party and announced their support for Kurds rights and he criminalistic describe
it the Islamic Republic’s terrorist attack on the Kurdistan Democratic Party
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP-I)
Norway Committee
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Resolution

We, as the representatives for impartial organizations, intellectuals and activists who participate in this demonstration ask and expect the international organizations defending human
rights, the democratic and progressive governments, The United nations civil society and
political organizations to help us to achieve the following requests:
1. To condemn the Islamic Regime in Iran due to its air and missile attack to the headquarter
of Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP-Iran) and Iranian Kurdistan Democratic Party which
are located long inside Iraqi Kurdistan and far from Iran-Iraq border on September 8th, 2018
which is an obvious violation of Iraq and Kurdistan Sovereignty.
2. We ask the United nations to investigate this assault and violation committed by the Islamic regime in Iran which caused 13 members of Kurdistan Democratic Party and 2 members
of Iranian Kurdistan Democratic Party to be killed and more than 30 members to be injured.
This missile attack targeted the headquarter of Iranian Kurdish parties which are officially
recognized and established by Kurdistan Regional government and are located far from Iran
border. The brutal attack by Iranian regime is obvious violation of international treaties when
it comes to respect to sovereignty of another country.
3. We ask the Iraqi government to register an international complain in The Hague Court
with regard to this offence.
4. We ask the international community, united nations and progressive governments to be
visible and effective in reacting to Iranian regime’s crimes against humanity, interference in
the region, violation of all international treaties. We expect and ask for reaction regarding the
Iran’s attacks to Iranian Kurdish Opposition parties and refugees in Iraq.
5. We ask United nations, progressive governments and especially Europe and United States
to defend the Iranian Kurdish refugees in Iraq and the Iranian Kurdish opposition parties
against the Iranian Regime’s military attacks.
6. We ask the United Nations to take responsibility in saving and protecting the refugee
camps of Iranian Kurds in Iraq. The United Nations needs to be able to carry out the humanitarian responsibility it has in Iraqi Kurdistan when it comes to Iranian Kurdish Refugees.

Photos of our Heroes who lost their lives in 8th September 2018
Missile attack and political prisoners executed on the same day
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Headquarter
of Kurdistan Democratic
Party after missile attack
by Islamic Republic of Iran.
And some pictures of
wounded.
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Iran is “reportedly
developing the capability
for its proxy militias to
produce their own
missiles inside of Iraq”

Nikki Haley
“I have always been open about my belief that this Middle East debate has been excessively and unfairly focused
on Israel. Today, I will go one step further. The Palestinian-Israeli conflict is serious and worthy of this Council’s
attention. But if there is one country that is the source of conflict and instability in the Middle East – one country
that merits a quarterly debate in the Security Council – that country is not Israel. It’s Iran,”
“In a blatant violation of Iraqi sovereignty, the Iranian regime recently fired a barrage of missiles from Iran into
Iraq,” the ambassador charged. “Iran attacked the headquarters of the Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iran, killing
11 people. This was not an act of Iranian proxies but of the Tehran regime itself. It was Iran’s first direct military
strike into Iraqi territory in over a decade. This Iranian interference in the sovereignty of Iraq should be of great
interest to the Security Council for many reasons, not least of which is because it occurs in clear defiance of Security Council resolutions.
“Iranian General and head of the IRGC Quds Force Soleimani is leading an effort to influence the composition
of a new Iraqi government. I remind my colleagues that Soleimani was banned from traveling outside of Iran by
the Security Council in 2007. That ban was reaffirmed in 2015 with the passage of Security Council Resolution
2231. Despite this unambiguous travel ban, Soleimani has practically taken up residence in Iraq since the May
elections. This fact was noted by the Secretary-General in the most recent 2231 Implementation Report. And
let’s be clear about what Soleimani is up to in Iraq. He is not there to help create a government in Baghdad that
is responsive to the Iraqi people. He is there to build an Iraqi government that is under the control of the Iranian
regime.
“Iran treats Iraq like it’s not an independent nation. Iran sees Iraq as a transit point for weapons and a training
ground for its proxies. Iran seeks to keep Iraq economically weak. Why? Because Iran wants to use a weak Iraq to
illicitly fund its terrorist activities.”
“There is one more recent Iranian escalation that bears special consequence to Americans,” Haley continued.
“Two weeks ago, two Iranian proxy groups launched rocket attacks on the American Embassy in Baghdad and
the US. Consulate in Basra. Using proxy forces in Iraq does not give the Iranian regime plausible deniability when
attacks like this occur. The Trump Administration does not, and will not, buy that. Iran could have stopped its
proxies’ attacks. It chose not to, so the White House responded by putting Tehran firmly on notice. We hold the
Iranian regime fully accountable for its proxies’ attacks on U.S. facilities and personnel in Iraq. And we will not
hesitate to vigorously defend American lives.”
The US is “committed to working with Iraq to help it create an inclusive and independent government,” noting
that Iran’s activities are pulling the Iraqi people backward.
“This is the very same conflict and division that Iran promotes in Syria, Yemen, Lebanon, and across the Middle
East,
“All members of the Security Council who respect the principle of national sovereignty should be concerned.
And all who respect the right to self-determination for the Iraqi people should come to their defence.
https://www.jpost.com/International/Nikki-Haley-Iran-proxies-reportedly-develop-missile-production-in-Iraq-567691
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Message of gratitude and call
for further measures by
UN Security Council

To the attention of US Ambassador to the UN and representatives
of other permanent members of the Security Council
Koya, September 21, 2018
Less than two weeks after the Iranian missile attack on the headquarters of our Party (KDP
Iran), Ambassador Nikki Halley, the US permanent representative to the United Nations,
solemnly evoked and condemned this attack in the Security Council meeting. This is the
most significant international reaction since the attack, which takes place at the highest
international decision-making body.
It is obvious that the missile attack on our headquarters was not only aimed at eliminating the leadership of our Party. By this attack, the Iranian regime also sought to once more
challenge the international community and show its ability to destabilize the region.
Therefore, while thanking the American diplomacy team for formally bringing the attack
on our headquarters to the attention of the UN Security Council, we urge all other permanent members of the Security Council to give a favorable consideration to US efforts in the
United Nations regarding to Iran’s malicious maneuvers in the region.
In case where for political reasons no swift action is taken in this regard in the framework
of UN Security Council, we believe it is the responsibility of the United States to go beyond
declarations and take concrete and rapid measures to prevent the Islamic Republic of Iran
from reiterating such crimes against our Party and civilians affiliated with our party residing in Iraqi Kurdistan.
Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP Iran)
Politburo
http://archive.kurdistanukurd.com/en/hewal_dreja.php?id=1015
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Our vision is
federalism for our
Kurdish region in Iran.
Interview with Kamran Balnour,
the Representative of the Kurdistani
Democatic Party-Iran (KDP-Iran)
In a conversation with the Washington Kurdish Institute (WKI), Kamran Balnour, the Representative
of the Kurdistani Democratic Party-Iran (KDP-Iran) to Washington addressed the recent Iranian missile
attack on their headquarters in Iraqi Kurdistan. The KDP-Iran is a splinter party of the KDPI. Both parties are banned in Iran since the establishment of the Islamic regime in 1981.
WKI: Thank you for this opportunity, Could you tell us briefly about the missile attacks on your headquarters?
Kamran Balnour: On September 8th, 2018 we were saddened to hear that the Islamic regime in Iran
attacked and killed 13 members of the KDP-Iran and two members of the KDPI, along with more than
40 members injured. The attack was the caused by air missiles targeted directly at the headquarters of the
KDP in Koya town in Kurdistan region of Iraq.
WKI: Since when you have established your bases in Iraqi Kurdistan?
Kamran Balnour: The bases were first established in 1983, since that time we have relocated two times.
After hostile situation and several attacks from the Iranian regime during early 1992, our bases with permission from the Iraqi government and the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) is moved to around
Koya town and one ex-military base(Ghala) of Erbil province. Most of the retired peshmerga and their
family with KDP permission filed refugee status with the U.N., and since then they are recognized by the
U.N.
WKI: Why do you think the Iranian regime chose the timing of these attacks given that your presence
in the region goes back to decades?
Kamran Balnour: For a number of reasons. First the Islamic regime is under political pressure internally
and internationally. Secondly is that their consular office in Basra was burned down by a group of protestors who were against Iranian interference in Iraq, also to mention this happened a few days prior to the
regime attacking KDP in Iraq. On top of all that, we had a scheduled important meeting for the central
committee, and this attack was targeted at our leadership, which was successful.
WKI: What is the official position of your party after the attacks? Would you resume armed struggle
against the regime?
Kamran Balnour: Our positions have not changed, we have never started an armed struggle with the
Iranian Regime, everything that has taken place was in defense to protect ourselves. Since the beginning
of the establishment of the Iranian regime, all our armed struggle towards them has been in response to
their attacks.
WKI: Would you move your bases out of Kurdistan region?
Kamran Balnour: We believe that if we were to move our bases out of the Kurdistan region, we would
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be doing precisely what the Iranian regime wants. This is a matter where we as Kurds need to stand
together strongly and show that we cannot and will not be pushed out. We will be holding our ground
and support what we believe in.
WKI: What is your party’s vision to solve the Kurdish issue in Iran?
Kamran Balnour: Our vision is federalism for our Kurdish region in Iran, in order to bring back peace
into our region impacted by these attacks. We believe strongly that the United States needs to step in and
make an appearance to show its defense against these attacks, our vision is that they become visible and
effective in reacting to the crimes the Iranian regime is committing against humanity, and the interference it has caused, not to mention the violation of all international treaties.
WKI: How do you describe the international community’s reaction to these attacks?
Kamran Balnour: I feel that the attacks have received a general awareness as like any other news that is
happening in our world, however, the awareness is not enough to show the true disaster this is causing
and its devasting impact on Kurds overall. If these attacks are to go unnoticed and there are no consequences, what is stopping it from happening again and again? There need to be consequences for the
Islamic regime in Iran, so they know what they have done is noticed worldwide. This attack is not only
targeted at Kurds the regime wants to send a message to the United States and the international communities that they will attack anyone in the region when or where they choose to.
WKI: How do you think the international community should approach the Iranian regime as far as the
use of missiles in the region (Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Yemen)?
Kamran Balnour: It would be a great decision if they were to speak out on the attack and let their voices
be heard. If the surrounding international community was to show their concern and speak to defend
the Kurds and let it be known how this is not acceptable, it would be beneficial is making a greater
impact in awareness. It has also come to our knowledge that these missiles have been given to other
militias in the region. We would ask the United States Congress to take serious action in sending a clear
message that these attacks will not be tolerated by Iran or the militia involved.
WKI: What is life like in the Kurdish region of Iran?
Kamran Balnour: More than anywhere else in Iran, the Kurdish region is facing a huge economic crisis. Living in this region has become very difficult for families and inflation is a cause, including all the
torture and pain towards political ideas that are not in line with the regime’s way of thinking.
WKI: In case of a change of the regime, do you aim to establish a Kurdish region similar to Iraqi Kurdistan?
Kamran Balnour: Based on federalism which is what we are asking for, we would hope to establish a
similar region along with better ideas that can benefit the growth of Kurds in the region.
What are your message to the United States government and the international community?
Kamran Balnour: We are seeking help for those who have lost loved ones. We request immediate action from international communities to stop the Iranian regime from any further attacks. We want the
international community to also notice the Iranian regime and the disasters they are causing.
https://dckurd.org/2018/09/24/interview-with-kamran-balnour-kdp-iran/
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Former French foreign Minister
visited the KDP’s headquarter in Koya

On 27th September 2018 The Former French Foreign Minister Bernard Kouchner, one
of the closest Kurdish friends and old friend of Dr. Ghasemlou, visited the headquarter
of the Kurdistan Democratic Party and the wounded of the missle attack the Iranian regime carried out on Sptember 8, 2018.
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Top Commander Warns of
Enemy’s Soft War on Iran

October, 11, 2018
TEHRAN (Tasnim) – Iran’s highest ranking commander said that after realizing their
plots to harm Iran militarily would get nowhere, the enemies have instead waged an extensive soft war against the country.
Speaking to reporters on the sidelines of a Police exhibition in the western city of Kermanshah on Thursday, Chief of Staff of the Iranian Armed Forces Major General Mohammad Hossein Baqeri said the country is faced with a huge soft war.
The enemy has realized the futility, implacability and heavy casualties of any military
action against Iran, so it has capitalized on “espionage and intelligence measures”, namely “semi-hard” activities, against Iran’s security, he added.
Highlighting the rapid advances in cyber-technology and virtual space, Major General
Baqeri urged the Iranian Armed Forces to keep up with the pace of change and update
their counterintelligence gear.
In comments on Monday, Commander of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC)
Major General Mohammad Ali Jafari slammed the media and information war on Iran
as part of the enemy’s soft war strategy for harming the Islamic Republic and demoralizing the Iranian nation.
https://www.tasnimnews.com/en/news/2018/10/11/1850347/top-commander-warnsof-enemy-s-soft-war-on-iran
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